Active intensity noise suppression for a broadband mid-infrared laser source
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Abstract: Excess relative intensity noise (RIN) constitutes one of the major limitations of most spectroscopic methods involving lasers. Here, we present an active RIN suppression scheme for a coherent mid-infrared (MIR) light source (8.4–11 µm), based on intra-pulse difference frequency generation (DFG). Three different stabilization concepts that rely on modulating the intensity of the driving near-infrared (NIR) pulse train with an acousto-optic modulator are investigated and compared. By using the wings of the NIR spectrum to generate the error signal, a RIN suppression of the MIR pulse train of up to a factor of 20 was achieved in the band between 1 Hz and 100 kHz, resulting in a total integrated RIN of 0.07%.
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1. Introduction

The intensity noise of the laser source represents a significant limitation on any high-precision optical measurement. While some spectroscopic measurements, such as those that employ balanced detection, rely on passive intensity noise suppression [1,2] or mitigate the influence of excess relative intensity noise (RIN) by using modulation techniques (several of which are reviewed in Ref [2]), other applications require active stabilization of the laser source itself. For instance, in gravitational wave detectors a complex active stabilization scheme is implemented which allows to suppress radiation pressure fluctuations on the mirrors that originate from laser intensity noise [3,4]. A stable laser source is also vital for driving nonlinear (optical) processes [1]. The radiation emitted by these sources (usually in the visible or near-infrared [5,6]) can be converted via nonlinear processes to achieve broad spectral coverage ranging from the extreme ultraviolet [7] to the mid- and far infrared [8]. The unique combination of high brightness with unparalleled spatial and temporal coherence makes mode-locked, MHz-repetition-rate lasers indispensable for high-precision metrology in these spectral regions.

Particularly in the mid-infrared (MIR) region, such sources are of great interest for vibrational spectroscopy. This technique allows organic compounds in gases or liquids to be identified in a label-free manner by their unique molecular fingerprints, and finds a large variety of applications in biology, chemistry, medicine and environmental monitoring. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometers based on thermal sources ("globar") remain the instrument of choice in the field [9]. However, even though thermal sources only exhibit low intensity noise, the performance of these devices is usually limited by detector noise rather than by photon shot noise, owing to the weak light intensity of thermal sources.

Laser-based MIR sources could in principle overcome this problem thanks to their high brightness; however, one of the major limitations of these sources is their (low-frequency) RIN, which usually lies orders of magnitude above the power-equivalent shot-noise limit. In order to reduce this excess noise contribution, most MIR spectroscopic techniques (like FTIR spectroscopy) employ fast scanning (or other modulation techniques) to effectively transfer the measured spectrum into a radio frequency region with lower noise levels. With mechanical delay stages, scan speeds of 10 mm/s can easily be obtained, shifting the noise contribution for spectral components at 1000 cm\(^{-1}\) to noise frequencies around 2 kHz [10]. However, with laser sources, noise in the kHz frequency range is normally dominated by strong excess noise, and therefore further reduction of RIN is highly desirable.

In this work, we present an active intensity noise suppression system for a coherent source of broadband MIR radiation generated by a 19-fs near-infrared (NIR) pulse train via intrapulse difference-frequency-generation (DFG), which is based on an acousto-optic-modulator (AOM). Three different stabilization concepts are investigated and compared. As direct stabilization of the generated MIR can be very challenging owing to the lack of sufficiently sensitive broadband detectors and/or active broadband optical elements in the MIR spectral range, all investigated stabilization concepts aim at stabilizing the driving source itself. In addition, the error signal for the feedback loop is generated with a pick-off from the driving NIR source. This circumvents the need for rather impractical and less sensitive liquid-nitrogen-cooled mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) photodetectors for the MIR radiation. Combined with MIR detection schemes that rely on frequency up-conversion, such as EOS [8,11], this could lead to highly sensitive MIR spectroscopy without the requirement to use MIR detectors which require liquid nitrogen cooling.

We demonstrate that the implementation of this stabilization system results in the suppression of RIN of the generated MIR by up to a factor of 20 (in the band between 1 Hz
and 20 kHz). The concept presented here can significantly broaden the application of laser-based mid-infrared sources in spectroscopy.

2. Experimental setup

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1(a). The output of an Yb:YAG Kerr-lens mode-locked thin-disc oscillator [12] (100 MHz, 260 fs, up to 70 W) is spectrally broadened in a photonic crystal fiber (PCF) and temporally compressed by chirped mirrors [5]. The resulting 19-fs pulses (measured with frequency-resolved optical gating) are focused into a 1-mm thick LiGaS$_2$ (LGS) crystal to create, via intra-pulse difference frequency generation (DFG), broadband ultrashort MIR pulses with a central wavelength of 10 µm and an average power of 5 mW [8]. The pulse duration of 65 fs was determined via electro-optical sampling [8] and the MIR spectrum was measured with a FTIR spectrometer (Lasnix, L-FTS). To achieve optimum intensity stability, the nonlinear broadening in the PCF and the DFG process are driven at lower average powers here than in Ref [8].

The strategies for intensity stabilization of the MIR pulses described here rely on the use of an AOM as an active optical element to control the transmitted power. In the free-running state, 98% of the intensity is transmitted through the AOM (the 0th-order beam), while 2% is diffracted to higher orders and discarded. The error signal for the DC-coupled feedback loop is generated by diverting a fraction of the main NIR beam and detecting it with a 2-mm diameter InGaAs amplified photodiode (Thorlabs, PDA20CS).

The signal generated with the in-loop photodiode is then fed into a PI$^2$D controller (Vescent Photonics, D2-125) which regulates the RF power of the AOM driver (Intraaction, ME-1104) and therefore provides active feedback on the transmitted laser intensity. The internal voltage reference of the D2-125 is used to define the lock point. The two integrators in the PI$^2$D loop are set to 200 kHz and 2 MHz, respectively. The differential value and the gain (up to a maximum value of 32 dB) of the loop are then adjusted to attain the best possible noise suppression.

We implemented and compared three concepts for intensity stabilization of the MIR pulses, which differ in the placement of the AOM and the in-loop photodiode within the optical setup (see Fig. 2):
Concept I: The AOM is placed after the fiber, where generation of the error signal occurs, either without any spectral filtering (Concept Ia) or after passage through a 1100 nm (± 10 nm) bandpass filter (Concept Ib) - Fig. 2(a)

Concept II: The AOM is placed ahead of the fiber and generation of the error signal also occurs in front of the fiber - Fig. 2(b)

Concept III: The AOM is placed ahead of the fiber, while generation of the error signal takes place downstream of the fiber, either without any spectral filtering (Concept IIIa) or after passage through a 1100 nm (± 10 nm) bandpass filter (Concept IIIb) - Fig. 2(c)

For concepts I and III, a fraction of the main beam was diverted via two subsequent 92/8 beam splitters, and an 1100-nm bandpass filter (Thorlabs, FB1100-10) was optionally placed before the photodiode to select only a part of the broadened spectrum for generation of the feedback signal (see Fig. 1(b)). In concept II, the error signal was generated based on the portion of the main beam transmitted through one of the highly reflective dielectric mirrors.

In all cases, additional neutral-density filters were employed to attenuate the laser beam used for generation of the feedback signal to an average power of about 1 mW. The spot size on the detector area (500 μm) was carefully aligned with the center of the diodes to minimize cross-coupling due to beam-pointing fluctuations [4,13]. Note that, in principle, one could also generate the error signal for the stabilization of the MIR intensity by directly measuring the MIR fluctuations with a mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detector. However, this would require liquid nitrogen cooling, reduce the versatility of the approach and compromise long-term usage.

The independent (out-of-loop) MIR signal was recorded by focusing the beam onto a liquid-nitrogen-cooled MCT detector (Kolmar Technologies, KMPV11-0.25-J1/DC50). The voltage noise spectrum (in [V / Hz^0.5] up to 100 kHz) was recorded with a fast Fourier transform (FFT) spectrum analyzer (Stanford Research, SR780) and normalized by the DC voltage signal to obtain the relative intensity noise spectrum \( s_{\text{RIN}} \) [in 1/ Hz^0.5]. The integrated root-mean-square (rms) RIN value for a given bandwidth was obtained by:

\[
RIN_{\text{rms}}(f_0, f_1) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{f_1-f_0} \int_{f_0}^{f_1} (s_{\text{RIN}}(f))^2 \, df}
\]  

(1)

The NIR out-of-loop signal was recorded using the same photodiode and pick-off optics as for generation of the in-loop signal. The noise suppression results for the NIR beam are discussed in more detail in the Appendix. The whole setup was encased in a housing to
minimize air fluctuations. Additionally, all photodiodes were placed in an additional housing to minimize the influence of scattered light on the noise suppression.

3. Results

First, the RIN spectra of the oscillator, the nonlinearly broadened NIR pulse train, the red edge of the broadened NIR pulses (at 1100 nm ± 10 nm) and the MIR radiation were measured without active stabilization (see Fig. 3). The integrated RIN (rms, from 1 Hz to 100 kHz) of the oscillator (black curve) is 0.1% and the noise spectrum shows the typical 1/f behavior. Nonlinear broadening does not change the RIN when the entire optical spectrum of the broadened NIR pulses is considered (blue curve, Fig. 3). However, the RIN of the edge of the broadened spectrum (at 1100 nm ± 10 nm, violet curve, Fig. 3) is increased by a factor of ~11 over the measured RF spectrum. Approximately the same increase in noise was observed when the RIN of the blue edge of the NIR spectrum was measured (with a 950-nm shortpass filter, data not shown). The fact that the noise within one region of the broadened spectrum is amplified relative to the total input fluctuations is well-known, and has been reported and investigated by several groups [14,15]. In contrast, the fluctuations of the entire broadened NIR spectrum (i.e. integrated over all wavelengths) are approximately proportional to the input fluctuations (if no losses occur, the output power of the fiber is equal to the input power). The overall MIR noise spectrum (red, Fig. 3) is very similar to the noise at the edge of the spectrum. This can be attributed to the fact that, in this DFG scheme, the outer portions of the NIR spectrum are mixed.

Fig. 3. Relative intensity noise and integrated noise (integration starts at 100 kHz) of the free-running system for the oscillator (black), the broadened NIR (blue), the red portion of the broadened NIR spectrum (pink) and the MIR light (red). The measurement noise floors of the InGaAs and MCT detectors are both well below the relative intensity noise of the measured radiation.

The extents of noise suppression of the MIR achieved by the three aforementioned stabilization concepts are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively.
Implementation of stabilization concept I (AOM in front of the fiber and generation of the error signal in front of the fiber) reduces the MIR noise by up to a factor of 3 for frequencies below 50 kHz, while the integrated noise (rms, 1 to 100 kHz) was reduced from 1.2% to 0.5% (see Fig. 4(b)).

In concept II, the error signal generated downstream of the fiber was fed back to an AOM placed after the fiber. This signal was either obtained from the full optical NIR spectrum or produced after passage through an additional bandpass filter at 1100 nm, but no suppression of the MIR noise was observed in either of these cases (see Fig. 4(a)). In contrast, use of the same configuration to derive the error signal for NIR results in strong suppression of the RIN (see Appendix, Fig. 6(b)).

For stabilization concept III an error signal derived after the nonlinear broadening was fed back to the AOM in front of the fiber. As in concept I, the error signal was either generated from the full spectrum or from the red edge of the broadened spectrum. Application of the first approach suppressed the intensity noise by up to a factor of 5, whereas the second option led to noise reduction by up to a factor of 20 relative to the RIN of the free-running MIR for frequencies below 20 kHz. The corresponding integrated noise level (rms, 1 Hz to 100 kHz) was 0.3% or 0.07%, respectively (see Fig. 5(a)). Similar noise suppression is achieved when the blue edge of the spectrum is used to generate the error signal (data not shown).

In summary, stabilization concept IIIb (AOM placed in front of the fiber and generation of the error signal placed after the fiber with the edge of the optical spectrum) achieves the strongest suppression of MIR noise. Using this setup, the long-term stability of the MIR was tested. Figure 5(c) shows a normalized time trace of the MCT signal recorded, with and without active feedback, by an FFT analyzer over a period of 500s (this measurement is equal to a frequency noise bandwidth of 2 mHz to 2 Hz). The measured power fluctuations during this period are below 0.05% rms. Stabilization on longer time scales is limited by thermal drifts within the system.
4. Discussion

The three stabilization concepts investigated here yielded very different degrees of MIR noise suppression. While concepts II and III resulted in noise reduction by factors of up to 10 and 20, respectively, no suppression of MIR noise was observed for stabilization concept I.

This outcome can be explained by variations in the magnitude of nonlinear broadening in the photonic crystal fiber, which results in corresponding differences in the amplification of noise in the broadened spectrum [14]. Moreover, the noise levels in the blue and red edges of the spectrum may be uncorrelated to some extent. An increase in input energy into the nonlinear fiber due to intensity fluctuations may thus lead to a higher power spectral density (PSD) in one part of the spectrum and to a lower PSD in another. If the AOM is placed downstream of the broadening fiber, the stabilization can act either on the noise contained in the entire optical spectrum or only on the fraction associated with the selected part of it (e.g. the red edge). Hence, this stabilization scheme does not permit one to simultaneously stabilize separate regions of the optical spectrum, which might fluctuate independently. However, simultaneous stabilization of different parts of the optical spectrum is precisely what is required to stabilize the output of an intra-pulse DFG scheme, as it is the mixing of the blue and red edges of the spectrum that leads to MIR generation.

Stabilization concept II suppresses the noise of the NIR pulse train before it enters the nonlinear fiber. Clearly, a reduction in RIN at the input of the fiber results in a reduction of noise in the broadened spectrum, and therefore suppresses MIR noise. However, as the error signal is generated upstream of the fiber, this scheme cannot compensate for nonlinear noise amplification within the fiber.

In stabilization concept III, on the other hand, the error signal is generated downstream of the fiber and fed back to the AOM, which acts prior to the fiber. First, we tried to stabilize the system using an error signal based on the full broadened optical spectrum. The RIN of the fiber output is very close to the RIN of the input beam, as can be seen in Fig. 3 (black vs. blue). Therefore, the MIR noise reduction is similar to that provided by concept II, in which the error signal was generated in front of the fiber. When only the edge of the broadened spectrum is used, the nonlinear error signal obtained is very sensitive to power fluctuations at the input of the fiber, and is also affected by nonlinear noise amplification during spectral broadening within the fiber. Stabilization of this signal leads to a reduction in the total noise, but also to a reduction in the nonlinear noise amplification during the spectral broadening. This in turn results in an overall noise reduction, which is associated with stronger...
correlations between the intensity fluctuations in the different parts of the optical spectrum. As a result, the strongest suppression of the generated MIR intensity fluctuations – down to a RIN of $6 \times 10^{-7} \text{kHz}^{-0.5}$ at 10 kHz – is achieved.

This is still a factor of 20 worse than the shot noise limit attainable for the feedback system, and this discrepancy is exacerbated at lower frequencies. The reason for this is that only the intensity fluctuations common to the measured error signal and the actual MIR signal can be canceled out [1]. Any uncorrelated noise signal which exclusively couples into either the in-loop or the out-of-loop signal will degrade the noise suppression performance. The system used here is most likely prone to such uncorrelated noise sources, as two nonlinearities (nonlinear broadening and DFG) are utilized to create the MIR radiation, while the active optical element and the photodiode for the generation of the error signal are working within the NIR wavelength region. Furthermore, due to the broadband nature of the NIR and MIR light, uncorrelated noise in different parts of the optical spectrum will degrade the overall efficiency of noise suppression.

Some additional noise sources were also identified and minimized. Any spatial dependence of the laser noise in combination with beam-pointing fluctuations can couple to the measured laser intensity due to the non-uniform response of the photodiodes [4]. As the beam pointing and the spatial response will differ for each photodiode, this will lead to uncorrelated noise that cannot be further suppressed. This noise source becomes dominant at low frequencies, due to the typical timescale of air fluctuations. In order to minimize this cross-coupling, the complete laser setup was enclosed in a housing to reduce the air fluctuations. In its absence of this precaution, the out-of-loop noise suppression was significantly degraded. Encasing the setup in a pressure-tight housing with clean air or in a vacuum enclosure might improve the noise suppression performance further.

The noise spectrum shows spikes at multiple values of 50 Hz, which indicates coupling of the power supply into the feedback loop or photodiode signals. In principle, these noise contributions can be suppressed by driving the electronics with batteries or stable DC sources. There is also a strong noise contribution at 4 Hz, which can probably be attributed to the water cooling of the laser system. Further potential noise sources include uncorrelated temperature fluctuations of both photodiodes, low-frequency noise and bias voltage fluctuations in the photodiodes, mechanical vibrations of the optics, electronic grounding noise, or polarization fluctuations [1,4,13].

As shown in Fig. 5, stabilization concept IIIb also helps to improve the long-term power stability of the MIR light generated. However, this works only over moderate time scales (10 min) before drifts in the average MIR power set in. Such drifts cannot be stabilized solely with the error signal derived from the NIR, as other effects that are independent of the NIR power also contribute. Even if the power of the NIR beam is perfectly stable, the MIR power generated might still vary slightly, as beam pointing drifts will alter the targeted position on the DFG crystal or temperature-dependent MIR generation conditions.

5. Conclusion

We have investigated and compared three different approaches to active intensity stabilization of a broadband MIR source driven by high-average-power femtosecond NIR pulses. The strongest MIR noise suppression – up to a factor of 20 – was attained when stabilizing to the red edge of the broadened NIR spectrum. We demonstrated a RIN of the MIR intensity of 0.05% rms over a time period of 10 min (this is equal to a frequency noise bandwidth of 2 mHz to 2 Hz). A minimal RIN value of $6 \times 10^{-7} \text{kHz}^{-0.5}$ was obtained at 10 kHz.

MIR spectroscopic techniques, like FTIR or direct absorption spectroscopy, would directly benefit from the proposed noise suppression system, as the interfering noise frequencies are usually located at kHz frequencies and below. Additionally, the error signal for the feedback is derived from the driving NIR beam, so that no liquid-nitrogen-cooled MCT detectors are necessary. This factor, together with the reduced intensity noise and MIR
detection schemes that rely on frequency-up-conversion [8,16,17], should facilitate the realization of highly sensitive MIR spectroscopy that does not require any MIR detectors.

The stabilization schemes presented here can be easily adapted for other laser-driven light and electron sources which suffer from intensity noise and cannot easily be stabilized due to the lack of active optical elements or adequate detectors.

6. Appendix

6.1. Calculation of the shot noise limit of the stabilization scheme

Quantum or shot noise is a fundamental noise limit imposed by the photon nature of light. The relative shot noise power of a light source at a central wavelength $\lambda$ and an average power of $P$ can be calculated with

$$s_q = \frac{2hc}{\sqrt{P\lambda}}$$

(2)

where $h$ is the Planck constant and $c$ is the speed of light in the vacuum. For a given feedback system, the relative shot noise of the light impinging on the in-loop (with power $P_{IL}$ and central wavelength $\lambda_{IL}$) and out-of-loop (with power $P_{OOL}$ and central wavelength $\lambda_{OOL}$) photodetectors contribute to the attainable shot noise limit $s_{tot}$ of the stabilization system [13]:

$$s_{tot} = \sqrt{\frac{2hc}{P_{IL}\lambda_{IL}}} + \sqrt{\frac{2hc}{P_{OOL}\lambda_{OOL}}}$$

(3)

For the system presented here, the error signal was generated with a 0.7-mW NIR beam (at $\approx 1 \mu\text{m}$) and the MIR beam (at $\approx 10 \mu\text{m}$) had an average power of 0.07 mW. This gives a relative shot noise limit for the stabilization system of $3 \times 10^{-8}$ Hz$^{-0.5}$.

6.2. Active intensity noise suppression of the near-infrared pulse train

The stabilization system for the MIR light can also be used to stabilize the intensity noise of the driving NIR light. The levels of RIN for the free-running NIR beam and the red edge of the broadened NIR spectrum are depicted in Fig. 6(a). The degrees of noise suppression attained by the different stabilization concepts are shown in Fig. 6(b)-6(d) and values of the integrated noise and the noise reduction at 5 kHz are given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stabilization concept</th>
<th>Noise reduction at 5 kHz</th>
<th>Integrated RIN (from 1Hz to 100 kHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free running</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, better noise suppression can be achieved for NIR than for MIR (up to a factor 30 instead of 20 and an integrated RIN of 0.006% instead of 0.07%). This is not surprising, as the error signal is derived from the very beam that is subjected to stabilization, and therefore one non-linearity less is involved. However, stabilization concept IIIb, which worked best on the MIR, yields only a small noise suppression of about a factor 2 for the NIR. Indeed, stabilization concept Ib actually worsens the RIN of the broadened NIR by a factor of 11. This effect is due to the broadband nature of the NIR radiation. Concepts Ib and IIIb both use
the red edge of the broadened spectra to generate the error signal. As discussed above, the intensity noise within the edges of the broadened spectra is nonlinearly linked to input intensity fluctuations, whereas the fluctuations of the fully broadened NIR are approximately proportional to the input fluctuations (if no losses occur, the output power of the fiber equals the input power) and therefore there may be no linear correlation between the intensity fluctuations of the full NIR beam and those of red part of the spectrum. Additionally, the RIN of the red part of the spectrum is augmented due to the fiber broadening (see Fig. 6(a), black vs gray curve). This part of the spectrum is used to generate the error signal in concept Ib. With active feedback, the AOM compensates for those fluctuations; however, as there is no correlation between the red part of the spectrum and the full spectrum, it introduces additional noise in the rest of the spectrum, as it acts on the full NIR beam. Concept IIb also uses the red part of the spectrum. In contrast to concept Ib, the AOM is placed in front of the nonlinear fiber and therefore actively controls the input power to the fiber to stabilize the power in the red part of the broadened output spectrum. This also leads to suppression of intensity fluctuations of the integrated spectrum (see Fig. 6(d), cyan curve).

In summary, it can be concluded that the choice of a stabilization concept depends on the desired application, as they will differ in their performance. If the goal is to stabilize the NIR output energy of a nonlinear fiber, the suppression works best if the full optical spectrum of the broadened NIR beam is used for generation of the error signal. However, this does not necessarily stabilize the intensity fluctuations at the edges of the optical spectrum and, as shown in the main text (see Fig. 4(a)), it might not improve the stability of a DFG output.

If the goal is to stabilize the intensity fluctuations within different parts of the optical spectrum and therefore stabilize the spectral broadening itself, the suppression works best if one uses the edge of the broadened NIR to generate the error signal. This approach does not markedly suppress the RIN of the full NIR beam (see Fig. 6(d), cyan curve), but it does lead to a major improvement in the stability of the MIR generated via intra-pulse DFG (see Fig. 4(a)).
6.3. Relative intensity noise of the free-running broadened NIR and MIR pulse train for frequencies up to 1 MHz

To measure the RIN spectrum of the free-running NIR or MIR beam up to 1 MHz, we used the same photodiodes as before. The noise spectrum was obtained via FFT of the photodiode signal measured with a MHz-Lock-In amplifier (Zürich Instruments, UHFLI) and is displayed in Fig. 7. The RIN of the NIR light approaches the shot noise limit around 200 kHz before the measurement is limited by the detector noise floor.

![Fig. 7. Relative intensity noise spectrum free-running broadened NIR and MIR pulse train.](image)
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